Activity 1: Song  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development, Vocabulary Enhancement, and Music & Movement  
**Materials:** A Song of Peace for kids by Jack Hartmann

Activity 2: Song  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development, Vocabulary Enhancement, and Music & Movement  
**Materials:** Sesame Street English me Spanish me song

Activity 3: Song  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development, Vocabulary Enhancement, and Music & Movement  
**Materials:** The Rainbow Song, Love & Peace by Lynda J. Smith and Richard Sanford

Activity 4: Story  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development, Vocabulary Enhancement, Social & Emotional, and Social Studies  
**Materials:** The Peace Book by Todd Parr

Activity 5: Story  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development, Vocabulary Enhancement, Social & Emotional, and Social Studies  
**Materials:** We All Sing with the Same Voice by J. Philip Miller and Sheppard M. Greene

**Songs & Book Links:**

A song of peace for kids  
[https://youtu.be/F62L1TaDIUk](https://youtu.be/F62L1TaDIUk)

Sesame Street: Spanish Me, English Me Song  
[https://youtu.be/7M084SkP1i8](https://youtu.be/7M084SkP1i8)
The Rainbow Song
https://youtu.be/RvNprVe2-hQ

The Peace Book by Todd Parr
https://youtu.be/Z9E43RCDN8Q

We All Sing with the Same Voice
https://youtu.be/sUQTP4kRf5U